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ALBANY – When Andrew Nemr tap-dances, his whole body gets into the act. His head 
waggles, his arms curve and flap like wings and he appears to actually leave the ground 
as his legs fly upward between steps.

While Nemr has his own definitive style, he is also adept at channeling the tap greats on 
whose shoulders he stands. “Echoes in Time,” which Nemr and his company, CPD 
(Cats Paying Dues) Plus, performed Friday evening at The Egg, pays homage to the 
masters who mentored and inspired him.

Nemr embodies Henry LeTang in “In the Studio,” which shapes LeTang’s traditional 
warm-up, which he taught for years in his New York City studio, into a ensemble piece 
in which the dancers’ feet and legs quiver and shiver as they tap out lightning-quick 
rhythms. The company (Kurt Csolak, Alex MacDonald, Alicia Monaco, Alisa Paradowski, 
Daniel Starer-Stor, Gina Unverferth and Penelope Wendtlandt) also performed Steve 
Condos’ powerhouse number “On the Streets of Philly” and Buster Brown’s playful, 
easygoing “For the Love,” set to “April in Paris.”

Capturing the essence of Jimmy Slyde, Nemr takes Slyde’s “In the Room” and retains 
its elegance and fluidity while expanding the work into a quartet. “Being a Musician,” a 
Bubba Gaines solo, morphs into a duet in which Csolak and Starer-Stor build layers of 
harmony with each other and with the five musicians (Christopher Cherney, Edward 
Ornowski, Kengo Nakamura, Matt Garrison and Kevin Louis).

Bill “Bojangles” Robinson reportedly created his famous stair dance on the spur of the 
moment, dancing up a flight of stairs to receive an honor from the King of England. 
Nemr does a fabulous rendition, using hands and feet to tap up and down a two-sided 
staircase, and pounding out a sort of victory dance on the top step.

The second half of the program smoothly interweaves Nemr’s original choreography 
with tributes to Copasetics, Gregory Hines and Bubba Gaines. A stylish soft shoe 
segues into an intense solo by Nemr, who dances with an intensity and engagement 
that is diametrically opposed to the laid-back shuffling of his erstwhile teacher, Savion 
Glover.



Perhaps one of Nemr’s greatest contributions to tap, to be honored someday by the 
next generation, is his skill in making tap dance an ensemble form. In pieces like 
“Caravan” and “6ix,” his dancers flow from long lines to circles, stepping in perfect 
unison, then break out onto the floor in their own little solos, creating overlapping 
rhythms. Nemr borrows artfully from the structures and compositions of modern dance 
while retaining all the spirit and individuality of tap.
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ANDREW NEMR & CPD PLUS: “ECHOES IN TIME”
When: 8 p.m. Friday
Where: The Egg, Empire State Plaza, Albany
Length: Ninety minutes, one intermission
The crowd: About 270 mostly older tap fans who rose as one to their feet at evening’s 
end
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